Based on new precise GAIA
data for stellar positions and
proper motions, stellar orbits of
Milky Way halo objects can be
calculated and correlated using
statistical proximity-analysis.

The Milky Way Halo

Such analysis reveals at least
6 major mergers (see figure
below), including the Sagittarius
& Gaia-Enceladus “sausage”
dwarf galaxies with their
contingent of globular clusters.
The figure to the left shows the
major streams identified based
on recent GAIA data: “A live
show of the Milky Way galaxy
formation!”.
Some of the GAIA data that
went into this “live show”
snapshot is represented below
as projected action-space plots
for GSs, stellar streams and SGs.

New data from GAIA (DR2+EDR3) indicate that the Milky Way was formed by accretion and tidal stripping of multiple dwarf galaxies;
These mergers are revealed today in the highly structured MW halo, that shows 46 streams of satellite galaxies (SG), 170 Global Clusters
(GC) and 46 co-moving star clusters (stellar streams).
In this next section of my observational run-through of the Messier-objects from a cosmological perspective, I’ll move from the
relatively young nebulae and clusters in the Milky Way disc, out to very old and metal poor Globular Clusters in the Milky Way Halo.
Some of these were formed “in situ” as the MW bulge/bar and disk settled down, and some were merged into the halo by in-falling
progenitor proto-galaxies.
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4: Messier Globular Clusters (GC)
Globular clusters are the oldest objects in our galaxy; They
are spherical compact groups of 100.000 to 1 million stars
(Population II) that coalesced in the outer halo around the
primordial low-metal gas clouds, which later settled into the
bulge and the disk of our Milky Way galaxy (Population I).
This happened in a time span of 12 - 10.4 Gyr ago with a
mean age of 12.6 Gyr for the Milky Way halo GCs (n
comparison, Milky Way galaxy OCs are rarely older than
about 500 million years). The formation of GCs thus took
place in a relatively short period of only ~1 Myr, only 1.5 – 4
Gyr after the Big Bang ~13.4 Gyr ago.
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Looking at the CMDs of a typical globular cluster (like M55
to the right), we see a relatively short Main Sequence (MS) of
core-hydrogen fusing stars, with a turn-off point (TO) where
all core-hydrogen are fused to Helium. The stars then start
hydrogen-fusion in a shell surrounding the core, cooling off
and expanding (increasing in luminosity), thereby moving
right and up the red giant branch (RGB).
At the tip of the RGB, the helium rich core ignites in a flash,
whereby helium fusion begins and the star contracts while
heating up, thereby moving rapidly left and down the RGB to
the Horizontal Branch region, evolving to either a cool red
star (RHB) or a hotter blue star (BHB), with an instability
region of variable stars in between, -- mostly RR-Lyrae type
stars (GAP).
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When all core-helium is burnt, fusion starts in an inner
helium-shell while continuing in an outer hydrogen-shell. This
causes the star to again cool and expand up the asymptotic
giant branch (AGB), ending with the star puffing out its outer
layers as a supernova or planetary nebula, leaving the burntout core as a white dwarf, that slowly cools contracts, sinking
down to the left corner of the CMD.

Looking at the kinematics (orbits) and stellar compositions (HRD) of GCs, it is evident that some harbor multiple
populations due to mergers or separate episodes of star formation, and some are remnants of smaller dwarf galaxies
captured by the Milky Way.
Let’s have a closer look at those different origins of the GCs.
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The Major streams of Globular Clusters with Messierobjects, as seen projected on the Milky Way galaxy.
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The latest kinematic survey (GAIA, fall 2019, data for 150 GCs) indicates that 40% of the
Milky Way global clusters (GC) likely formed in situ,
•
either as Main-Bulge clusters (M-B) in highly bound orbits close to the MW galactic
plane (Z<3.5 Kpc),
•
or as Main-Disc clusters (M-D) a bit further out (Z<5Kpc). All these GCs are
relatively metal rich, do not reach high altitudes from the galactic plane (Z), have
small apocentres and lower eccentricities.
A similar large fraction ~35% of the GSs appear to be possibly associated with known
mergers, in particular accreted in captures by :
•
the Gaia-Enceladus progenitor (19%),
•
the Sagittarius Dwarf (5%) ,
•
the Helmi Stream Progenitor (6%), and
•
the Sequoia Galaxy (5%)
Of the remaining GCs, 16% are associated with a group of high binding energy, while the
rest are found in loosely bound orbits.
Most of the accreted GCs are relatively young, metal poor and with halo-like kinematics.

The Messier Main (“in Situ”) Bulge and Disc GCs
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“In situ” globular clusters were probably formed
“on location” in our own Milky Way galaxy.
In-situ Main Bulge globular clusters are found in
highly bound orbits (apo-center < 3.5 Kpc) with low
eccentricity around the Milky Way main bulge.
Their progenitor was the proto-galactic bulge.
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In-situ Main Disc globular clusters have a low
maximum height from the Milky Way disc (Zmax <
5 Kpc) and a high value of co-planar circular
prograde orbit (circ > 0.5). Their progenitor was the
proto-galactic halo, which later settled as the
galactic disc.
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M28 is located at ~6 Kpc distance inside the Norma
Spiral arm, just in front of the MW Bulge in Sgr.
M28 is a massive OC of low metallicity indicating a
very high age, ~14 Gyr. It is found on the night sky just
1° NW of λ Sagittarii (Kaus Borealis). As seen from Earth,
the GC is tiny ~11’ diameter, with member stars 12-14m.
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Due to its closeness to
the Galactic center,
there’s a relatively high
reddening of the stars,
but the diagram shows
a well-defined giant
branch (SGB, RGB) as
well as some stars on
the RHB plus an
extended BHB with 18
type RR-Lyrae variable
stars in the GAP.
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The M28 halo is seen
from our Local spiral arm
as a small (~11’) and faint
(~7.7m) patch of light with
a brighter, concentrated
(~ 2’) central core.
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M28 shows some
distortion of the halo,
indicating a dynamic tidal
interaction with the close
by galactic bulge

18h 26m
R2 Live Video snapshot
Exp.: 30s ave. @ 25 FPS
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As for the next couple of Main-Bulge (MB) globular clusters: M62 2017-04-19
and M69, & 29, 02:00 UT
Trsp.: 2-5/7, Seeing: 7-8/10
their declinations are very low for my 56° N latitude in Copenhagen
M62 (NGC 6266)
Vixen
FL-80S/640 + 1.5x GPC
(Denmark), where in theory I should be able to glimpse objects at
-34°,
(Right at the horizon), -- but of course, trees, houses etc. will block that view from my backyard,
M62 is a 11.8 Myr old Messier-GC
and even relocating to a surrounding rural area with a cleaner view towards the S horizon, I
in
Ophiuchus,
right on the border to
may be able to -- depending on the transparency and seeing -- glimpse objects down to only
Scorpius.
It
is
located
at a distance of
~5° above the horizon.
6½ Kpc from our solar system, at the
As it is now, I've observed most of the Messiers from my backyard, excluding 7 southern
inside of the innermost Norma spiral
objects between -30° and -40° latitude. I hope I will be able to catch the M62 GC (Dec -30°),
arm.
M54 GC (Dec -30½°) and M55 GC (Dec -31°);
M107
Its position close to the galactic
Of the remaining 4 M-objects, the M6 OC, M69 GC and M70 GC, all with Dec ~32°, and thus
center, just above the Main Bulge of
culminating at 2° Altitude here at 56° N latitude, -- while theoretically possible --, they will in
the Milky Way, has resulted in a
practice be very hard to catch, and the most southern Messier-object: the M7 OC with Dec strong gravitational tidal tug on the
34° right at my horizon, is definitely out of reach.
GC, with the W part being ‘pulled out
in layers’ and appearing overall
brighter than the E side.
As I’m currently unable to share any personal observations of M62 and M69, for now I will
leave you with a general description of these Main-Bulge globulars, accompanied by a couple
of star maps from Cartes du Ciel (CdC) and Simbad/Aladin.
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These Main Bulge-GCs are massive clusters of primordial metal-rich Population-II stars of
roughly the same age, but with a mass-segregated core featuring many blue straggler stars,
millisecond pulsars, and low-mass X-ray binaries. The most massive stars have long ago
migrated off the ZAMS to the Giant Branches, and the Horizontal Branch has many variable
stars (most of type RR-Lyrae) in the GAP between the red and blue part (RHB/BHB).
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It’s early morning (01:30 local DST) in mid-April, here just N. of Copenhagen. There are still a couple of
hours on both sides of midnight with real (astronomical) night, before the months of May-August, where
we will be totally in the twilight zone. As is often the case here in spring in Scandinavia, the temperature
has dropped below freezing (-5° C) past midnight, but the transparency and seeing are both relatively good
tonight (i.e., for my Bortle green suburban backyard with a NELM tonight ~5.2).
I’m out with my Vixen FL-80S/640mm refractor, to hunt down a couple of Messier Globular Clusters in
Ophiuchus. I start with my 10x56 bino from 2.6m Zeta Ophiuchi; Placing this star in the NE ”corner” of the
FOV pretty much positions M107 smack in the middle of the 6° wide field of the bino; Close to the center
of the field
is the nice double star STF 2050 (which I can just resolve with the 10x magnification of the bino),
M69 (NGC
6637)
and right to the E of this double (~25’) is the position of M107, which I can however NOT see today at 10x
mag. [STF 2050 A: 8.9m B: 10.2m SEP: 58.5" PA: 218° RA: 1630.8 DEC: -1308 Color: A0 ]
M69 is a 13 Myr old Messier-GC in
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westernmost end
of “global
cluster
M107, and bumping up the magnification to 44x (CZJ O-25mm) and 68x (CZJ O-16mm) confirms this, as I
alley” (quote O’Meara) between
am now able to detect M107 with averted vision as a very faint, diffuse hazy spot; The glob is not seen with
SGB
Epsilon
and Zeta
Sgr.vision, and neither is there any resolution nor mottling visible with AV. The magnitude of M107 is
direct
Sub-Giants
8.1 with a brightest individual star M_vis of 13.4, which is just below the mean for the Messier globulars.
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the details in this object, I now click the eyepiece revolver to my R2 ccd/lcd;
Immediately
the To
fuzzy
Main-Bulge of the
Milky Way.
thespot springs to life on the small lcd screen, at 110x as a loose, sprawling GC with
around
50
brighter
members
in the central 15’ FOV, and ~200 fainter stellar points in and around the core
m
NW of M69 is seen an 8 bright
area. The GC has an ”arachnid” outline with the brighter stars arranged in 4 curved ”appendages” from a
MS
Main- field star
type-A8
(HD170500).
central ”body” studded with several pairs of bright ”eyes” (yeah, I know that arachnid invertebrates have
Sequence
8 legs, but still...). M107 is positioned over Scorpius, close to the galactic bulge, and the darker areas
(between the ”arms”) are probably obscured by interstellar dust from the Milky Way.
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M107 Core -- R2 ccd/lcd Live Video
At higher magnifications (>100x), M107 looks
rather loose, with the core region elongated EastWest, and with several star-chains stretching out
S and E, like the legs of a spider.
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It’s early morning (01:30 local DST) in mid-April, here just N. of Copenhagen. There are still a
couple of hours on both sides of midnight with real (astronomical) night, before the months of MayAugust, where we will be totally in the twilight zone. As is often the case here in spring in Scandinavia,
the temperature has dropped below freezing (-5° C) past midnight, but the transp. and seeing are
both relatively good tonight (i.e., for my Bortle green suburban backyard with a NELM of ~5.2m).
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M107 is an ancient (~14 Gyr old) GC, located
at a distance of 6.4 Kpc from our solar system.;
It is found above the galactic bulge, ~13° N of
Antares (α Sco) on our night sky.
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I’m out with my Vixen FL-80S/640mm refractor, to hunt down a couple of Messier Globular
Clusters in Ophiuchus. I start with my 10x56 bino from 2.6m Zeta Ophiuchi; Placing this star in the NE
”corner” of the FOV pretty much positions M107 smack in the middle of the 6° wide field of the bino;
Close to the center of the field is the nice double star STF 2050 (which I can just resolve with the 10x
magnification of the bino), and right to the E of this double (~25’) is the position of M107, which I
can however NOT see today at 10x mag. [STF 2050 A: 8.9m B: 10.2m SEP: 58.5" PA: 218° RA:
1630.8 DEC: -1308 Color: A0 ]
I now sit down at the scope to draw the central part of the field at 34x (2.5° FOV, using my 2”
Masuyama 32mm wide field eyepiece). With this magnification I suspect a nebulosity at the position
of M107, and bumping up the magnification to 44x (CZJ O-25mm) and 68x (CZJ O-16mm) confirms
this, as I am now able to detect M107 with averted vision as a very faint, diffuse hazy spot; The glob
is not seen with direct vision, and neither is there any resolution nor mottling visible with AV. The
magnitude of M107 is 8.1m with a brightest individual star of 13.4m, which is just below the mean for
the Messier globulars. Most of the stars in M107 are <15.6m.
To be able to detect details in this object, I now click the eyepiece revolver to my R2 ccd/lcd;
Immediately the fuzzy spot springs to life on the small lcd screen, at 110x as a loose, sprawling GC
with around 50 brighter members in the central 15’ FOV, and ~200 fainter stellar points in and
around the core area. The GC has an ”arachnid” outline with the brighter stars arranged in 4 curved
”appendages” from a central ”body” studded with several pairs of bright ”eyes” (yeah, I know that
arachnid invertebrates have 8 legs, but still...). M107 is positioned over Scorpius, close to the galactic
bulge, and the darker areas (between the ”legs”) are probably obscured by Milky Way dust.
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M22 is a relatively nearby (~3.2 Kpc) GC in
the Milky Way disc, located at the base of
the Scutum-Centaurus arm, in the disc
outside the galactic bulge in Sagittarius.

The CMD of the GC clearly shows a discrete bimodal
distribution, which is also revealed in the metallicity and
the rotational velocity of the cluster members. The
conclusion is, that this old cluster (~12 Myr) was formed
in a merger event of two main disc GCs!

22
In-situ disc globular clusters have a low maximum height from the Milky Way disc
(Zmax < 5 Kpc) and a high value of co-planar circular prograde orbit (circ > 0.5). They were
probably formed “in situ” with the proto-galactic disc as progenitor.
N
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M22 is a brilliant GC, which R. Burnham described as ”The
Arkenstone” of globular clusters. At high magnifications, M22
shows many details, such as a dark ‘rift’ (NE-SW), a clump of bright
stars with a dark bay below (NE) plus a small (3” and 14.5m)
planetary nebula PK 009-07.1 (marked with a circle, but not seen).
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56N 12E, DENMARK
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Trsp.: 5/7, Seeing: 8/10

Messier M 71 (NGC 6838)
„Arrow Head“ GC
In Sagitta.
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It’s a mild, early autumn evening just after twilight, 20:30 local summertime, with a couple
of hours before the 60% waning gibbous moon will be rising. The sky is not quite dark yet,
but the constellations are already peeping out, - as are the parents and chicks of the Owl
family, who are bustling and babbling loudly in preparation for the night hunt.
I start by scanning the eastern sky with my 8x30 bino, 9° up north of Almach (gamma AND)
to judge the conditions for observing M76 tonight (the small Dumbbell PN). The seeing is
good, but the transparency is not optimal, -- a touch of high haze resulting in too much air
glow, so I choose M71 (the arrowhead globular) as my target instead.
At 20:30, Sagitta has just passed the meridian due south, and M71 is conveniently placed
right below the middle in the shaft of the Arrow (midway between gamma and delta). I aim
my red dot at gamma SGE, then place this star in the eastern part of the 2.2° FOV of my ATC
K-40mm finder eyepiece (19x magnification); This puts M71 in the western part of the FOV,
together with an easily identified ”string” of 3 stars (the brightest being 9 SGE).

Vixen FL-80S/640 + 3.5x FFC
EP: ATC K-40mm &
CZJ O-25mm

M71 is a relatively small (8 pc diameter)
and sparse/loose GC, located close by (4 Kpc),
and orbiting within the galactic disc in the SGE
spiral arm. Encounters with molecular clouds
and other star clusters close to the bulge in
the MW disc have probably contributed to the
stellar dispersion and asymmetry of this glob.
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M71 is a relatively young GC (~9 GYR), with
a high metallicity and a short red horizontal
branch lacking old RR-Lyrae variables.

MS MainSequence

A few stars reach 12m, but most are <14m in
brightness as seen from Earth
WD

I now center the field on M71, and step up the magnification, first to 56x @ 0.75° = 45’
FOV (3.5xFFC+K-40mm), which nicely frames M71 together with the 3-star string. M71 is
clearly seen with indirect vision as a nebulous patch of 3’ diameter, contained in a triangle of
three 10-11m stars. The patch itself has a triangular outline, the western edge (baseline) being
more delineated than the apex defined by the fuzzier NE and SE edges. The patch has a
slightly brighter glowing SW corner, but I can resolve no stars here at 56x magnification. I do
however glimpse two pairs of brighter stars (around 12m) in the eastern part of the patch.
These are probably galactic field stars and not actual members of the globular cluster.
I now step up the magnification to 90x @ 0.4° FOV (3.5xFFC+O-25mm); The view is clean
and confirms the nebula outline and details I saw at 56x. After prolonged observation with
indirect vision, I catch short glimpses of a few tiny faint stelar points embedded in the central
part of the nebula, on the very limit of resolution.
Increasing the magnification to 140x @ 0.3° FOV (3.5xFFC+O-16mm) does not offer new
details under the current observing conditions.
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It’s a mid-December evening, just after nightfall, around 19:00 local time. It’s calm, cool
(1°C) and humid after rain, with a few drifting clouds and some haze towards the horizon, -but though the transparency is below medium (SQM 17.6/LM 4.8m), the seeing is good with
a faint Milky Way in Cygnus and Perseus, and my target: M15, is ~35° above the SW horizon.
I aim my 1x red dot at Enif (epsilon PEG), and star hop NW via some 6m stars: first 1° to a
line of 3 stars, then further on 3° to a right-angle triangle. Looking in my 8x50 finder scope, I
see M15 as a hazy star, close to the right angle of the triangle.
I now center M15 in the finder crosshair, and look in the telescope’s K-40mm eyepiece
(24x @ 1.7° FOV) at an obviously nebulous round spot. Clicking up the magnification first to
O-25mm (38x @ 1° FOV), I see a bright ball surrounded by a larger, faint halo. Finally settling
on O-16mm (60x @ 0.7° FOV), the brightness seems to decrease in three steps (as observed
with indirect vision): from a bright center, over a slightly mottled core with an angular outline
to a wide hazy envelope.
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M15, the “Great Pegasus
Cluster”, is a large (30 pc
diameter) and very dense
spherical GC, at a distance of 10
Kpc, below the galactic disc.
With an age of ~12 Gyr, it is an
evolved GC with core collapse
and a fully populated HRdiagram, showing many stars on
the RGB plus both red and blue
HB segments with >130 variable
stars (most of type RR-Lyrae) in
between. Furthermore, 8 pulsars
(supernova remnants) plus at
least one planetary nebula
(Pease I – marked but not seen)
have been described in M15.
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Bumping up the magnification to 44x (CZJ O-25mm EP), I can clearly see 2 stars to
the S in the GC (magnitude ~10m – maybe foreground stars?), and I can glimpse two
brighter points, one at each end of the N baseline (probably stellar clumps). At 68x (CZJ
O-16mm), the core of the glob is seen mottled with averted vision, but no further
resolution is obtained.
For added detail I now click the EP-revolver to the R2 ccd/lcd live video. The magnification
is at ~110x in a 0.3° FOV, and...WOW! M12 is now resolved ”all over the face” into ~50 bright
stars and around 220 fainter members down to the limit of resolution. The stars are arranged
in ~8 larger chains bending out from the central core, almost like a pinwheel firework. There’s
a granular haze (”smoke”) of unresolved stars filling the 2.5’ core and the bases of the arms
of the globular cluster. -- Overall, the core seems loose with a pair of darker areas (“bays”),
and the two bright star chains reaching up N looks just like Lord Rosse described them: a pair
of tentacles... Marvelous!
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The M12 ”Gumball” is a large (176 asec2,- almost
twice the size of M107) and bright (Mag 6.6m), but
rather loose GC. It is located nearby (~6 Kpc), above the
galactic plane at the inner part of the Norma spiral arm.
The brightest stars in the cluster reach ~12m, while the
mean of the 25 brightest stars is down at ~15m. It’s not
visible to the naked eye but, as mentioned, it is obvious
in even a small bino. This is contrary to M107, which I
only suspected in my 10x50 bino (but then again M107
was at 18° Alt while M12 is now up at 27°, which makes
a significant difference for my Bortle red/green
observation site).
I start my telescopic observation at 32x (Masuyama
32mm EP), and sketch the 2.5° FOV around M12. To the
E of the cluster there’s a ”house” asterism, – i believe
this is what O’Meara has described as a ”rocket” with
M12 as a ”puff of smoke from the rocket’s exhaust”. I
like this description (though he wrote, that the rocket is
to the N of M12, but that’s obviously an error). At this
low magnification, M12 is a hazy spot, somewhat
triangular with the broader base towards the N.

Continuing from M107, my
next target for tonight is M12,
higher up in western
Ophiuchus. Using my 10x56
Zeiss
bino,
I place 3.8m Lambda Oph in
the NW (right upper) ”corner”
of the 6° wide field; I now
have a nice group of four stars
at the NE side of the field (incl.
the 6m star 19 Oph), and close
to the SE ”corner” of the FOV
I can clearly spot M12, with
direct vision. The star hop
with the telescope is a ”walk
in the park”, -- at least if you
have an EQ mount: using a
~2.5° FOV eyepiece (like
N my
32mm Masuyama), you can
just pan from Lam Oph, 2
fields due E in R.A., then 2
fields due S in DEC, -- et voilà!
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2017-04-10, 03:00 UT. 56N 12E DK.
Live Video: 110x @ 0.3° FOV
R2 ccd/lcd on Vixen FL-80S @ f/13.6
Exp. 5s, Gain 30-36 DB, Ave. 0-5 DNR

The Gaia-Enceladus GC Stream ( The “Sausage”)

Globular cluster associations and progenitors
Below is seen kinematic information (GAIA Sept. 2019) for 151 GCs including
the Messiers, plotted in IOM space (Integrals of Motion) and color coded to show
the identified Globular Cluster-associations, corresponding to their progenitors.
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Around 9 Byr ago a massive dwarf
galaxy collided with our Milky Way,
leaving a group of stars and at least
26
globular
clusters,
all
characterized by extraordinary
elongated orbits: the GaiaEnceladus (G-E) “sausage”.
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The nucleus of the G-E “Sausage
Dwarf” galaxy is possibly the giant
GC ω Centauri, which -- like the
remaining “stellar debris” from the
collision -- move in an extreme
elliptical orbit and has a higher
metallicity than normal halo stars.
Prominent remnant GCs from this
event are: M2, M13, M30, M56,
M75, M79, M92, N1851, N2298,
N2808 and N5286. (OBS: M79 is in
Lepus south of Orion, and not
shown on the map to the right).
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G-E M2 - N7089

110x

60x

In Aquarius

Zoom-In

R2 ccd/lcd, 110x mag. in a 30’ FOV
Exp: 2½s (128x), Gain 14 dB, Ave. 2 DNR

The Gaia Sausage.
The Gaia-Enceladus Stream of gas, dust, stars and globular clusters
was formed when the Milky Way accreted the Enceladus Dwarf galaxy
8-11 Byr ago, which replenished and increased star formation in the MW
thick disc, but also left a trail (“sausage”) of old metal-poor stars and
GCs in highly elongated and eccentric orbits out in the halo around the
MW center. Prominent members of the Gaia Sausage are the Messier
globulars: M2, M56, M75, M79, and also probably M13, M30 and M92
as well as some southern sky GCs like NGC 1851, 2298 and 5686.
M2 (NGC 7089) is located at a distance of 11
Kpc, below the Milky Way plane, out in the halo
under the Perseus spiral Arm.
M2 is very old, ~13 Byr, and the most
concentrated of all Messier GCs (Class II). It
shows a high NW-SE ellipticity plus an extended
tidal stellar stream, possibly due to perturbation
of the primordial Enceladus dwarf colliding with
the Milky Way and interacting with the
surrounding dwarf galaxies such as the large
Magellanic cloud (LMC).
The low main-sequence turn off point (MSTO) with well populated giant branches plus the
old blue horizontal branch (bHB) are indications
of the high age of this GC. The brightest stars of
M2 reach magnitude 13m, the 25 brightest stars
have an average brightness of 14.6 m. The
horizontal branch stars start at 16.1m.
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It’s a mild, mid-September evening, just before midnight, local time (2016-09-10, 21:30 UT
@ 56N 12E Copenhagen, Denmark). The transparency is only medium (4-5/7, light haze, no
moon), but its calm with a good seeing. I aim my FL-80S Vixen refractor 15° below the muzzle
of Pegasus (Enif, Eps PEG), at the ~3m ”lucky star” Sadalsuud (Bet AQR), in the perineum
(Muladhara, the root chakra) of Aquarius.
My first target tonight is the M2 Globular Cluster, located in a rather barren region 4.5° N
of Sadalsuud, -- but as M2 is relatively bright (6.5m) and easily visible in my 10x56mm
binoculars, there’s no need for a star hop; I proceed to place Sadalsuud just outside the S
border of my finder scope (10x60mm,K- 25mm for 10x @ 4.5° FOV), and I then immediately
see M2 as a fuzzy star at the N border of the finder field of view.
Centering M2 in the finder, I have it in my 1.7° WF telescopic view, and clicking up the
magnification to 60x (CZJ O-16mm @ 0.7° FOV), I get a nice framing of the globular cluster,
filling the central 4’ of the 40’ FOV. The globular shows a clearly mottled core with a bright,
stellar center and a fainter outer halo. It is obviously elongated in the SE-NW direction.
For more detail, I now click over to my R2 ccd/lcd, yielding 110x magnification in a 30’
FOV. The Global Cluster is now resolved into stars across the halo and outer core, showing a
scattering of stellar patterns (esp. In the NE and S outskirts of the cluster), plus a granular
haze of fainter, unresolved stars in the brightest part of the dense, central region.

G-E M30 – N7099

After having observed M73 (the
arrowhead asterism) for close to half an hour,
I now point my 80mm refractor from the
Albali area (Eps Aqr), first down ~15° SE to
Zeta Cap, and then from Zeta Cap another
~10° due E to the 5.2m star 41 Aqr. Centering
41 Aqr in the 2.5° FOV of my Masuyama
32mm EP (34x mag), I immediately spot M30
as a hazy glow, less than ½° WNW of 41 Aqr.

In Capricornus

Clicking up the magnification to 108x (CZJ
O-10mm), I can see M30 with averted vision
as having a grainy core in a bright, hazy halo,
close to a ~8m star (HD206034) to the WSW
in the field.
For a still more detailed view, I finally
bump up the magnification to 136x,
switching to live video using my R2 ccd/lcd
camera; The globular now shows up as having
a faint hazy outer halo, with a compressed
nebulous core, asymmetrically displaced
towards the N; From the dense, unresolved
core, a pair of finger-like star chains each
containing ~4 relatively bright (~12m) stars
‘reach out’ towards the NW, like two long
horns/ears on top of a kid’s hopping ball. A
chain of fainter stars stretches up NNE, and
several pairs of stars are also resolved across
the center of the Globular Cluster.
HD206034

M30 is located at a distance of ~7 Kpc
from our solar system, out in the halo below
the inner part of the Scutum-Centaurus
spiral arm in the constellation of
Capricornus.
It is very old (~13 Byr) and metal poor,
with a small condensed (collapsed) core and
three streams of brighter (12-13m) stars
stretching up north.
The CMD shows well populated Subgiant
and Giant branches, as well as an unusually
large number of blue straggler stars (BSS)
plus a dense blue Horizontal Branch.
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HD206034

Upping the magnification now to 94x in 0.4° FOV (Live
video with my R2 ccd/lcd), the GC is evidently seen, though
it looks mostly like a fuzzy star: a very tight core in a faint
outer halo. There is no real resolution of the cluster,
though in fleeting moments I can detect a mottled texture
of groups of stars in the core and in tiny extensions N and
W out into the halo.

G-E M75 – N6864
In Sagittarius

M75 is the second farthest globular cluster in the
Messier Catalog: 21Kpc (68 Kly) distance from Earth,
corresponding to 12 Kpc (40 Kly) beyond the Galactic
center and below the galactic plane. It is a compact cluster
(Shapley Class I) with a dense core and 3 brighter, starry
‘arms’ curving out into the faint halo. The member stars
are faint due to the great distance: all are >14.6m, and the
average mag. of the 25 brightest stars is down at 17.1m.
Though the visual appearance of M75 is unimpressive,
the history of the glob is fascinating, as it - together with 7
other GCs - belongs to the “Gaia-Enceladus Sausage”: an
elongated population of globs and stars that are the
shredded remains of the massive “Enceladus Dwarf
Galaxy”, which was cannibalized by our Milky Way ~9 Byr
ago. The accretion event is also reflected in a low
metallicity, a high orbital eccentricity and a tidal tail trailing
from the GC.

M75

As seen in the CMD, M75 has a large population of >62
bright blue straggler stars (BSS), highly segregated in the
cluster core, and relatively few RR Lyrae pulsating variables
on the horizontal branch. In this respect it resembles the
M79 GC, which is also a distant member of the GE-group.
The HB of M75 is bimodal, which is not well understood.

M75

RGB
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Live Video
Snapshot
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To locate M75 in this twilight sky, I start my sweep from Altair in
It’s an early morning (02:00 Loc. DST, UT+2 CEST) in the start of July (2018-07-09). I’m
the Eagle, then down SE to Theta Aql. From here I pan due S ~12° till
out in my suburban backyard in Nordic nautical twilight, with only an hour to sunrise andxxxxx
civil dawn; The sky glow is considerable with a SQM of 18.5 (NELM 5.3), but the 25dy / I hit the nice group of stars around the double Alpha Capricorni, then
continue 6° S to the tip of a small arrow asterism (Rho-Pi-Omi-Sig Cap)
22% waning moon is still just below the E horizon, and the temperature is a very
comfortable 14°C with a low humidity (75%, dew pt. 10°C), so all is GO for adding another The arrow points roughly to a small dipper shaped asterism of 6-7m
stars, with M75 hanging just below the handle of the dipper.
globular cluster to my “Messier Kill List”.
Including the target for tonight: Messier M75, my M-body count with the small Vixen
refractors will now be 102, with 8 Messiers to go, all the remaining objects at or below 20° altitude (M83, 62, 6, 7, 69, 70, 54, 55), and thus hard for me to bag from my backyard
@ 56° N latitude. I will be giving these a try next year, but after M75 I plan to concentrate
on rich field nebula observation for a while, using low power filtered equipment.

I take some time to try spotting the GC in my Mas-32mm finder
eyepiece on the small 55mm Vixen refractor (23x @ 3.6° FOV); I have
the location spot on, but the GC is very difficult to see in these
adverse conditions; -- after some time I think I do catch glimpses with
averted vision of a very faint small hazy fuzzy spot: M75.

bHB
BSS

G-E M79 – N1904

It’s an early evening (21:30 Loc) in mid January 2017.
It is calm, but a combination of low temperature
(-4°C/25°F), high humidity (89%) and a waxing moon
(86% ) just below the eastern horizon results in a
transparency as well as seeing well below medium.
My current target is M79, the globular cluster NGC
1904 in Lepus, just below Orion. The GC has a southern
DEC of -24°, and so its current altitude is only ~8° above
the horizon, well down in the horizontal light pollution
and haze, -- not to mention the neighbour’s TV aerial...
Talking about which, my star hop takes off from
Rigel (Bet ORI), down S to the two ”antennae” (the long
ears) of Lepus, the hare. Then via Mu LEP to Alp LEP,
and from Alpha, following the 3° line down first to Beta
LEP, and then extending this line a further 4° down to
the bright, 5m star: HD35162. Now M79 is just ~½° NE
from this star – but it is not possible for me to spot it
visually tonight, due to the poor observing conditions
plus the low altitude of the GC (M79 will culminate at
~9° Alt in ca ½ hour from now, but that will hardly make
any difference from an observational pt. of view).

a

To see it, I must fall back on my R2 ccd/lcd for live
video observation, so I center the refractor on the 5m
star HD35162, switch the revolver to the R2, and slowly
pan the scope up NW, until I hit upon M79. The globular
cluster is slightly elliptical in PA ~45°, with a bright,
dense ”lumpy” (mottled) core, and a more loose, partly
resolved outer halo, which has a yellow tint

NGC 1904
a
M79

M79 is an old (~11.7 Byr) G-E GC, located far away (~13
kpc), just outside the Milky Way outer spiral arm and down
under the galactic plane. As seen from our solar system, it
is found on the southern hemisphere together with the
Messier GE- globulars: M2, M30 and M75, but in the
direction of Lepus, whereas the other three are found
around Capricornus..
The collapsed core of M79 is rich in segregated star
mergers (~39 bright blue straggler stars/BSS), while the
halo is dominated by old, red giant stars (red giant
branch/RGB). The M79 outer halo is tidally distorted into
a tail (beyond the tidal radius), which is thought to be a
remnant of the shredded progenitoir Gaia-Enceladus
dwarf galaxy.
The CMD of M79 shows ~11 RR-lyrae pulsating variables
and many (>90) blue stars on the HB. There’s also an
interesting luminous yellow post-AGB star in the N part of
the halo, which is in the fast process of evolving from the
helium burning asymptotic giant branch/AGB through the
planetary nebula stage to a white dwarf, – just this star
seems to be moving so slowly, that the gases expelled in
the previous AGB stage probably won’t form a planetary
nebula. This star is currently the brightest visual star
known in any Globular Cluster (marked ‘a’ on my drawing).
At high magnification, the small core resolves into
clumps of stars, with some ‘arms’ of stars stretching out
into the halo, chiefly in the N-S direction, giving the GC a
somewhat elliptical asymmetric appearance.
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G-E M56 - N6779
The Snowball in Lyra

106x @ 0.3° FOV
0.5x Reducer + R2 ccd/lcd,
Exp. 5s, Gain 24dB

CZJ O-10mm EP
96x @ 0.42° FOV

R2 ccd/lcd
Live Video
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56N 12E Copenhagen, DK
2016-07-27 & 29, 01:00 UT
Trsp.: 2-5/7, Seeing: 8/10
Vixen FL-80S/640 + 1.5x GPC

M 56
M56 is a rather remote Gaia-Enceladus GC,
located at ~10 Kpc distance from our solar system,
hovering just above the Perseus spiral arm, halfway
between Albireo (β Cyg) and Sulafat (γ Lyr) in Lyra.
At medium magnification (~100x) it looks like a
mottled, dirty snowball without a bright core, while
at higher mag. (~250) it is easily resolved into many
~13m stars across the core, with a stream of fainter
stars up NE plus a fan of stars down S, giving it an
elliptical outline. A trailing tail from M56
interacting with the Milky Way gas has been
discovered in X-Ray.
As seen from the HR-diagram, M56 is a very old
and metal-poor GC (~13.7 Byr), with well populated
SGB, RGB, HB and AGB branches; It also has at least
6 RV Tau-type post-AGB variables on the way to die
as planetary nebulae.
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It is end of July, just past midnight local time, and I’m still deep in the Nordic summer nautical twilight. The
transparency is variable due to drifting clouds, but quite good in between, and the seeing is above medium. I am
however observing from my Bortle Red suburban/urban transition backyard, and there’s a 50% (22dy) moon just rising
in Taurus, albeit still low on the E horizon. The NELM is 5.0m (SQM 17.9), so I decide to go for a globular cluster with a
reasonably high altitude; I choose M56, which is well placed for observation, at 64° Alt on the meridian due S.
The star hop is easy : from Albireo (Bet Cyg), -> up 2° NW to 2 Cyg, then barely another 2° WNW to a nice figure ”7”
asterism of 7m stars; Just E of the 6m star at the base of this asterism I can see a small hazy spot in my 10x56 bino: M57.
I now plan to compare visual real-time observation of this object, using both traditional Zeiss Jena orthoscopic glass
eyepieces for magnification, and also ”cheating” by using a R2 ccd/lcd for an intensified view. I will be using my Vixen
FL80S/640mm F/8 fluorite apo for the comparison. The CZJ 10-O gives me 96x at 0.4° FOV, while the R2 yields approx.
106x @ 0.6° FOV. This is using a 1.5x GPC/Barlow for both, plus a 0.5x reducer for the R2.
I start with the R2, set at fixed shutter/integration 256x (5s), gain at 24dB and no internal stacking. I can easily sketch
around 200 brighter field stars in the central part (ca. 30’) of the FOV. The cluster itself is loose, with the brightest
members easily resolved to more than 50 individual stars, gathered in an irregular ball with at least five chains of stars
arching out in all directions. The light of the fainter stars in the core of the cluster blend into a nebulous, roughly
spherical glow, brightest in the central 5’, then fading out to almost 10’.
It’s just past midnight, one day after my previous observation of M56 with the R2 ccd/lcd. The observing conditions
are an almost exact match to the previous night, and so I have an excellent opportunity to compare the ”light intensified
view” (EP) with a traditional ”glass magnified view” (ocular). For eyepiece i choose my CZJ Zeiss 10mm orthoscopic,
which gives a view (96x @ 0.42° FOV) that is close enough to that of the R2 (106x @ 0.6°) for a good comparison.
Looking into the eyepiece, I first notice that the FOV is a good match to the R2; I immediately recognize the main
field stars, and am able to draw ca. 40 bright stars in the FOV without effort. Studying the details of M56 is much more
demanding. I see a globular with an irregular outline of the halo and a relatively faint core. The central area of the glob
is clearly mottled, and with long time, persistent and intense observation using peripheral vision, I can glimpse 4-5
stellar points in the core area, glinting in and out of sight. I am not with certainty able to place these stellar points on
my drawing, so I just poke my pencil at 4 points, locating the stellar glimpses to the best of my ability. This is in contrast
to the R2, where each and every stellar point on my drawing was observed with certainty on the lcd at the telescope
(-- though drawing the central core still did take some time and effort).

G-E M92 - N6341

It’s 01:30 local time this early twilight morning of June, as I continue my observation of the Hercules Messier globulars
by moving on from M13 to M92. I locate M92 by starting from Sigma Her, and then panning E with my 10x60 finder
scope (ca 3°), until I have a ”Christmas tree” asterism in the center of the field; From the top of the Xmas tree, I now
follow a line of 3 stars another 3° due E, and then the hazy glow of M92 is obvious to the SE in the field of the finder.

In Hercules

At 60x magnification with a 0.7° FOV (CZJ O-16mm), the field is peppered with fine 11m stars, with
M92 in the center: a brightly glowing mottled core in a faint halo. The brightest stars in the cluster have
a visual magnitude of 12.4m, and I am able to just resolve (with averted vision) four of these red giants
on the outskirts of the core.

In my finder (as in my 10x56 Bino) I can easily spot M92 as a fuzzy star, while at medium magnification (60x in my 3”
scope), it resolves into a concentrated mottled center inside a fainter nebulous halo with a handful of resolved red giant
stars (example: RG on my drawing). At still higher magnifications (~130x), the core shows up as a bright nucleus in an
envelope of ~5 arcs/streams of stars with darker lanes in between.

Sky distribution of G-E member stars
Including RR-Lyrae vars and GCs

The Gaia Sausage

Asterix: G-E RR-Lyrae star
Numbered Circle: G-E GC
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M92
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1806.06038.pdf
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M92 is located in N Hercules, in the direction up our Local Ori-Cyg spiral arm, but at a
distance of 8.2 Kpc from the solar system and ~5 Kpc up above the Perseus spiral arm of the
Milky Way disc, in the inner halo.
Like the other G-E captured globulars, M92 has a relatively low metallicity and high age
(~11 Byr), with a slightly elongated outline and tidal tails in the directions of the highly
eccentric orbit (NE-SW for M92).

The CMD of M92 shows a
well-developed red giant branch
(RGB), a horizontal branch (HB)
with 17 short-period pulsating
RR-Lyra variables and 10
cataclysmic variable binary
systems (with a white dwarf
accreting matter from its close
companion).
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G-E M13 - N6205
Great Hercules GC

FL-80S/640, 1.5x GPC
60x mag

HD150998
K2

E50/540
30x mag.
HD150998
K2

A8V
HD150679

It’s an hour past midnight (01:00 local time) in early
June. We’re up 56°N, and thus into the Nautical
Twilight zone for the next 6 weeks, -- but of course I
can’t wait that long to continue my Messier-journey...
I have the Vixen FL-80S refractor out under the pale
summer sky, aiming for the globular clusters in
Hercules tonight.
M13 is easily located in my 8x30 bino, as well as my
10x60 finder scope, ca. 1/3 the distance from Eta to
Zeta Her, in the ”Keystone” part of the constellation. It
shows up in the bino and finder as a nebulous patch
with an obvious core embedded in a fainter halo.

The two G-E globular clusters M13 and M92 are both
located at 7-8 Kpc distance, up in the outer halo above the
Perseus spiral arm of the Milky Way. They are both visible
to the naked eye from a dark site (and certainly in
binoculars), though M92 is ~½ the size and thus 1 mag.
fainter than M13.

HD150679
A8V

M13 (‘The Great Hercules Cluster’) is found 2½° S of η
Herculis, on the W side of the ‘Keystone’ asterism. At low
power (30x) it is seen as a ‘fuzz ball’ bracketed by a pair of
7m stars, while slightly higher power (60x) reveals a bright
mottled core inside a diffuse fainter halo with traces of
darker bays and fringed outer appendages.

Clicking up the magnification, I decide to settle on 60x @ 0.7° FOV (CZJ O-16mm) for framing my drawing. There
are two bright 7m stars in the field, one to the E and another to the SW, and there’s an open group of smaller ~11m
stars decorating the field to the W of the globular. M13 is seen as a bright (5.9m) cluster with a sparkling, fine
grained core, but although the visual magnitude of its brightest members is 12.2m, I can’t with certainty resolve
any individual stars with my 80mm scope tonight.

Still higher magnification should resolves a ball of many
tiny stars inside arching arms and darker rifts in the halo (I
didn’t go there, though). Like several other of the GaiaEnceladus GCs, M13 also features tidal tails due to being
captured and closely interacting with the Milky Way.

M13 is a ~11.7 Byr old, metal-poor G-E GC, featuring > 300.000 stars and a medium-dense core with >15 blue
straggler mergers. The most massive stars have long ago migrated to the RGB and further on to the AGB giant
branch, with some lingering on the blue horizontal branch, and some identified as post-AGB stars on the way
through the planetary nebula stage to become white dwarfs.

The Helmi GC Stream
The 7 Helmi Stream GCs all show a tight age-metallicity relation while also sharing the same dynamical properties.
This association is named the “Helmi Stream” after Amina Helm ( 2021) who proposed the H99 progenitor dwarf
galaxy. The H-S association includes the Messier GCs: M3, M53, M72, M5 and M68.
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The Messier Helmi-GCs were accreted ~10 Byr ago when the Milky Way absorbed the H99 Dwarf.
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The Messier Helmi-Stream GCs are found on the northern spring sky from Canes Venatici and Coma Berenices
down to Serpens Caput and Hydra, with M72 as an ‘outlier’ on the summer night sky down in southern Aquarius.

HELMI GC: M3 – NGC 5272
In Canes Venatici

It’s a warm (16°C) and calm summer evening, an hour past midnight local time; I’ve been observing
Mars, just past the 2016 opposition, for half an hour, and the sky has now darkened a bit (from NELM
4.6m to 4.9m), so I decide to proceed to a deep sky object. The globular cluster M3 is at an appropriate
height above the horizon (28° up, in Canes Venatici), and being relatively large for a GC (138’ 2), and
positioned far away from the galactic plane, it is quite bright (6.4m) and easily visible as a nebulous spot
in my 10x60mm finder scope.

M3 is part of the Helmi-Stream, which- as seen in the above plot of Age vs. Metallicity distribution for the Milky Way
globular cluster streams – besides common kinematic data is also characterized by a low metallicity & medium age ~12½ Byr.
M3 itself is located at a considerable distance of ~10 Kpc, hoovering high up in the inner halo, above the inner part of our
Orion-Cygnus spiral arm in the direction of Boötes; On our northern night sky it is seen half way between Arcturus and Cor
Caroli, just across the border to Canes Venatici. M3 is an ~11.5 Byr old and rich GC with > ½ million stars. It is in a highly
elliptic orbit within the galactic halo, varying from 5 to 15 Kpc distance to the Milky Way center.
At 27x in my K-40mm finder eyepiece, M3 shows up as an obvious ”fuzzy ball” of light, and clicking up through 44x (O25mm), I decide to frame my drawing at 68x (O-16mm) for a 0,6° FOV. At this magnification, M3 is seen ”embedded” in a
triangle of one 8m plus two 10m stars. It seems quite large, but clearly divided into a bright, mottled/grainy core, plus a softer
halo, that gradually fades into a very faint outer background.
I cannot with certainty resolve any stars in the cluster in my 80mm refractor (the scope has a lim. magnitude of 13m, which
corresponds exactly to the brightest visual magnitude of individual stars in M3). Clicking up the magnification to 108x (O10mm) confirms what I can discern at 68x, but does not add any details to the view.

M3

M3 has no luminous blue main sequence stars (MS), only blue
straggler stars (BSS) formed by fusion or mass transfer between
double stars. The MS stars are all solar type or redder, and there’s a
clear main sequence turn off (TO) point, indicating that all member
stars formed at roughly the same time.
Following the MS-TO are seen many red giant stars (RGB) plus
stars on the red horizontal branch (HB), and also an unusually large
population (~275) of variable stars, including 222 type RR-Lyrae
variables.

B-V

HELMI GC: M53 – NGC 5024
In Coma Berenices

The last month of spring 2016 has been relatively cool, but June has now arrived with a row of clear, sunny and
oppressively warm summer days, pushing the afternoon temperature up at 28°C (82°F). Now, just after midnight,
the temperature is down to a comfortable 16°C (61°F), and I’m out under the stars observing in short pants and
a slim shirt. Thankfully, there are no mosquitoes and midges bothering me here in our suburban backyard (in stark
contrast to our cabin in the nature reserve, where the populations of these annoying bugs have suddenly exploded
with the onset of the warm weather). But with the prevailing nautical twilight and a NELM of only 4.7m, I will have
to make an effort to coax out details of tonight’s object, which is the M53 GC in Coma Berenices.
The obvious way to locate M53 would be to aim the finder at Alpha Coma Berenices, but with a visual
magnitude of 4.3m @ 43° lat. , I cannot easily identify Alp Com (Diadem) in the twilight... Instead, I start from Eps
Vir (2.8m), and pan my 10x60 finder N, until I hit Alp Com, which has an easily recognizable star triangle including
36 & 38 Com ~2° due W. From α Com, it’s a smooth sailing with the finder up 1° NE, where I can glimpse M53,
below a nice triangle of 6m-8m stars.
M53 is detectable in my 8x30 bino, and in my 10x60 finder scope, plus in the ATC K-40mm eyepiece (27x @
21.5°) on the Vixen FL-80S; M53 appears as an obvious, small and sparkling nebulous ball. I find these low
magnifications of 30-50x on the Messier Globulars really pleasing in my small refractors, as they show up as bright
balls of stellar Onigiri (Japanese rice balls) with an obvious mottled core, that you think you can - almost - resolve...;
– but not quite.

As I click up the magnification, the
mottling remains and is now persistent with
averted vision, though of course the
brightness decreases; I settle for 108x @
0.5° FOV (CZJ O-10mm) to frame my
drawing. There are now three 9m-10m
foreground stars decorating the field: a pair
almost south of M53 plus one a little further
away to the SW. The view with averted
vision of the core of M53 is grainy, but no
individual stars are resolvable, as their
brightest visual magnitude is below reach
of my 80mm refractor. It is a very nice view,
never the less!
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M53 (NGC 5024) is a remote globular cluster, far up in the outer halo above the Milky Way disc. It is located at a distance of ~18 Kpc from our solar system above the inner part of the
Scutum-Centaurus spiral arm, and also ~18 Kpc from the galactic center. Like several other Helmi-stream GCs, it shows tidal tails along its wide galactic orbit. M53 is easily found on our night
sky, just 1° NE of α Coma Berenices.

M53

The CMD of M53 is similar to those of other Helmi-stream GCs: metal poor stars of a uniform age, the brightest stars (~13.8m) on the red giant branch, a predominant blue horizontal
branch (bHB), plus many RR-Lyrae variables (~60) ) and blue straggler mergers (~200). An interesting millisecond pulsar (the remnant of a type-Ia supernova in a close binary system) has also
been identified in M53.

HELMI GC: M5-NGC 5904

M5 is located at 7.5 Kpc distance from our solar system and 6.5 Kpc from the galactic center, following an
eccentric orbit in the halo, currently up above the innermost Norma spiral arm of the Milky Way. On the night
sky it is found between Boötes and Hercules, in the head of the Snake (Serpens Caput), 9° SW of α Ser Cap.

In Serpens Caput

It’s a summer night in early June, 01:45 local time. It’s still nautical twilight up here, at 56° N latitude, but a
globular cluster should be within reach of my 80mm refractor. I decide to go for M5 in Serpens (Cauda), starting
my star hop from Alpha Serpens (Unukalhai – or Unuuk al Hay, The Neck of the Snake. Gotta love those old
Arabic names...). From Alp. Ser I sweep with the 10x 60mm finder 8° SW, until I get a nice, kite/diamond shaped
asterism in the field of view. M5 is clearly seen in the finder (as well as in my 8x30 bino) as a faint, nebulous hazy
spot, just off the N tip of the kite.

At 24x in my ATC K-40mm eyepiece, M5 shows up as a hazy ball, that appears grainy with averted eyesight.
Clicking the magnification up to 60x @ 0.7° FOV (CZJ O-16mm), I settle on this view to frame my drawing. The 5m
star 5 Ser is seen at the SSE end of the FOV, forming ‘kite’ asterism with three ~6m stars. At the N tip of the ‘kite’
is M5, which appears slightly elliptical, leaning towards NE.
The brightest stars (~12.5m) should be resolvable in my 80mm refractor, but given the not optimal observation
conditions tonight, I can only resolve what looks like one individual star (but is actually a pair of red giant stars)
in the SE part of the cluster.
M5 is an old (~13 Byr), rich and metal-poor GC with a dense central region and many (~143) variable stars, 120
of which are known type RR-Lyrae. Two millisecond pulsars and a rare dwarf nova have also been discovered in
M5

N
M5 shows a strong global coherent rotation
pattern which may, at least in part, explain its
elliptical form: the rotational axis as projected on
the night sky is in P.A. 145° and the density
distribution is flattened in the direction
perpendicular to this rotation axis.
It is possible that most (if not all) Galactic GCs are
characterized by some degree of internal rotation,
which may be the residual of ordered motions
imprinted at birth and gradually dissipated (or
possibly a result of interactions with the Milky Way,
when it captured the Helmi dwarf progenitor?)
5 Ser
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HELMI GC:
M68 – NGC 4590

Tonight (2019-03-12, 01:15) the globular cluster
M68 (Dec -26⁰51’) is close to culmination at +7⁰18’ Alt,
so this is as good as it gets from my backyard just N. of
Copenhagen. Corvus has just cleared the roof of our
neighbor towards the S, so I point my 4” refractor at
β Corvi, pan E a good 1⁰ to a triangle of ~8m stars, then
continue due S in RA a good 3⁰, till I get a line of three
5-6m stars in the S part of the FOV.

In Hydra

The LP tonight is ~NELM 5.8m at zenith, but I’m now
aiming close to the horizon right through the dust and
light dome of our suburb, where there are absolutely
no stars visible naked eye. I have however a 41mm EP
on my 4” refractor for 16x in a 5½⁰ field, so I can clearly
spot the line of three ~5½m stars, and I can also glimpse
a small group of fainter stars almost ½⁰ to the NE of
the northernmost star in the line.
From star maps I know the exact location of M68,
so with some patience and averted eyesight I do
manage to glimpse M68 as a very faint hazy spot, just
SW of the star FI Hydrae (a type M4 Mira var. 15 – 8.9m
within a period of 326 days). I take a snapshot at short
exposure and low ISO to properly reflect how the
object looks through the glass of my small refractor:
Messier had some difficulty observing M68 too,
with his small 3½” achromatic refractors, even from
his more southern latitude of ~49⁰ N; He saw M68 as
a “nebula without stars below Corvus and Hydra; it is
very faint, very difficult to see with the refractors”.
I can confirm that; Herschel had more success with his
20-foot (~19” aperture) reflector from 51⁰ N latitude,
where he saw M68 as very pale, but “beautiful cluster
of stars, extremely rich, and so compressed that most
of the stars are blended together”.
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M68 is at a distance of 10 Kpc from our solar system, opposite the galactic center and far up above the plane of our Milky Way,
in an eccentric orbit in the outer galactic halo, which takes 500 Myr pr. revolution. Though M68 is at 36° N galactic latitude, it is still
seen low on my northern night sky due to the ecliptic/zodiac plane defined by our solar system being inclined ~60° to the galactic
plane, which makes the summer Milky Way “dip” down, bringing Centaurus and Hydra towards the southern horizon.
M68 is a ~10 Byr old, relatively loose GC, but with signs of core-collapse and rotation; It harbors >50 variable stars, most being
aging post-RGB RR-Lyrae pulsating type A-F stars on the horizontal branch. It is one of the most metal-poor globular clusters known,
probably captured from the Helmi dwarf satellite galaxy, which was swallowed in the past by the strong tidal field of our Milky Way.
As seen in my 4” refractor at low/medium magnification (and close to the horizon), M68 appears small, and a bit elongated in the
NE-SW direction, with a concentrated core showing hints of mottling. At high magnifications, a southern observation site and an
aperture of ~8” or better, M68 should resolve across the center, showing star strings up NE and NW with darker patches in between.

W

HELMI GC: M72 – NGC 6981
In Aquarius

The star-hop to M72 is reasonably straight forward: from Eps Aqr (Albali), ca 2° SW to a large spindle-shaped
asterism of ~7m stars; Then, from the southernmost star in the spindle, ½° due E to the position of M72. ”Zooming in”
on the position now, from 24x, to 38x and finally 60x (CZJ O-16mm ortho), I end up with two stars (8 and 10m ) to the
E in the 0.7° FOV, -- and all other field stars seemingly drowned in the LP and haze. I spend some time trying to pinpoint
the position of M72, and indeed I get a glimpse of a hint of faint nebulosity, just 0.4’ NW of the southern star in the
field; I don’t bother to make a drawing of this though.

It’s an early September midnight, and there’s a high humidity reducing the transparency somewhat, -- but
also a mild breeze keeping the objective of my Vixen FL80S refractor from dewing up. The humidity shows
up as haze up to 10° above the horizon, but never the less I choose to ”boldly go where no man has gone
before” under these conditions (well, maybe a few): I’m targeting the faint and distant global cluster M72 in
Aquarius, from my Bortle Red backyard at just 20° alt towards the south, and perilously close (ca. one fist or
10°) to rotating behind our Metasequoia Glyptostroboides tree; I’m working against time here...

Instead,
I
center
the
telescope on the indistinct
(suspected) hazy spot, and
switch to my R2 CCD/lcd/dvr for
110x in a 30’ FOV. And yes, now
I see the roundish nebulosity of
M72!

56N 12E, Copenhagen Denmark
2018-12-13, 20:30 UT+2
R2 CCD/LCD Live Video
Exposure 30s @ 25 FPS ave.

The halo is irregular with a
fainter eastern part and blunt
extensions budding towards N,
W and S. The center is clearly
mottled with ~10 bright stellar
points on the unresolved
nebulous background.

M72

There’s more than twenty
bright field stars decorating the
view, as I sit down and start
drawing the inner 20’ of the
field.

M72 is a remote (~17 Kpc) and old (~10 Byr)
GC in the Helmi Stream.
The CMD of M72 shows 36 RR-Lyrae
variables along the horizontal branch HB)
and many blue straggler stars (within the
dashed box: BSS), including some SX-Phe
variables.

M72 (NGC 6981) is far away, -- almost 17 Kpc from the solar system, way out beyond the Milky Way
bulge and down below the disk at the outer spiral arm. The distance makes it the faintest GC in the
Messier catalog (9.2m), and it is hard to spot at lower magnifications (like the 60x I tried on my 3”
refractor).
M72

At higher magnifications (like ~110x using my R2 ccd(lcd for live video), I was able to resolve a
handful of bright members (~14m, probably red giants) in the outer eastern halo, while the loose core
looked definitely ‘clumpy’ / granular.

M72 CMD
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BSS

Sgr dSph GC: M54 - N6715

The Sagittarius Dwarf is the remains of an elliptical satellite galaxy
first described in 1994 as a stellar stream with 9 globular clusters in a
loop-shaped polar orbit through the Milky Way halo.

M54

In Sagittarius

Recent Gaia DR2 data has confirmed that several Galactic globular
clusters (GCs) are connected to the tidal stream of the accreted
Sagittarius dwarf spheroidal galaxy (Sgr dSph).
Using the position, velocity and age/metallicity of RR-Lyrae stars to
trace the Sgr dSph galaxy, several associated GCs have been identified
in the main body (M54, Ter8, Ter7, Arp2) as well as in the trailing arm
of the stream (Pal12, Whiting1).

Density map of the region at positive
Galactic longitude around the Sgr galaxy, for
Gaia DR2 stars having PM within 0.5 mas/yr
from the mean PM of the galaxy and having
color and magnitude compatible with being
members of the Sgr dSph

54
Zeta Sgr
M54
Based on radial velocities and metallicity estimates for RGB
stars within ∼9' from the center of the Sgr dSph galaxy, there is
strong support for the hypothesis that the nucleus of dwarf
galaxy (Sgr. N) formed independently of the halo GC M54 , which
probably plunged to its present position, coincident with Sgr. N,
because of significant decay of the original orbit due to dynamical
friction in the accretion by the Milky Way.

Sagittarius

M70

-30°

M69

-32°

The CMD (right) shows the two populations in the center of
the Sgr dSph galaxy: the old metal poor (Red/orange, 12 Gyr)
population contributed by M54 spiraling into the core of the Sgr
dSph, plus the younger more metal rich (Blue: 4-5 Gyr) population
formed in situ from enriched gas in the dSph center/bulge.
With a declination of -30°27’, M54 is borderline visible from
my 56°N latitude, and as I have no current observation of this
object to share, I will have to wait until mid-summer when this
glob culminates at ~3°52’ altitude around midnight; Until then, I’ll
share an image from Aladin to give you a sense of the ‘look & feel’
of this extraordinary glob.

Horizon

CDS SIMBAD - ALADIN

-34°

Epsilon Sgr

Low Energy Stream: The Kraken GCs
The Milky Way globular clusters can be segregated into 7 groups, with clear differences in kinematics
(apocentre-eccentricity space) and chemistry (age-metallicity space); Based on the characteristics of these
groups it can be concluded that the Milky Way has grown its stellar mass, including its Main Bulge and Main
Disc GCs, mostly by gas accretion and in-situ star formation.

The progenitor of the ’low energy’ globular clusters was described recently, and named ‘Kraken’ galaxy in 2019.
Its accreted GCs show the highest metallicity at a given age, indicating that Kraken must have been the most massive
progenitor.

The remaining “Big Five” groups of halo GCs were contributed to the Milky Way by subsequent minor mergers
of small satellite galaxies known as (from youngest to oldest accretion): Sagittarius Dwarf (7 Byr), GaiaEnceladus (9 Byr), Sequoia (9.4 Byr), Helmi (10 Byr) and ‘Low Energy’ (11.4 Byr) progenitor.
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The distribution and characteristics (orbits, energy, metallicity) of the Milky Way globular clusters
often correlate with looser stellar streams identified in the galactic halo.
This, of course, is not surprising as the population of stellar streams mostly originates from tidal
stripping of some of the globular and/or open star clusters contributed by the accreted dwarf
galaxies.

Kraken: M4 – NGC 6121

It’s an early morning in mid-march (2018-05-12, 02:00 Loc DST, UT+2), and I’ve started up
again on my Messier-project with the small Vixen FL-80S/640mm refractor. My plan for this year
is to sweep up the southern Messiers in Scorpius and Sagittarius, concentrating on the objects
between ~ -20° to -30° latitude (while leaving the remaining 7 Messiers between -30° and -40°
for next year, as these will require that I relocate out of my suburban backyard to a location with
an unblocked view towards the S horizon. I am after all at 56° North up here in Denmark...).

In Scorpius

This morning I’ll start with M4, the large
globular cluster a good 1° due W of Antares (α
Sco). Placing Antares to the E just outside the
2½° field of view of my Masuyama 2” 32mm
finder eyepiece, I get the location of M4 smack
in the center of the FOV. The globular is hard
to see at the 34x magnification of this rich field
view; -- I can just glimpse it using averted vision
as a faint, round unstructured nebulous spot.
The overall observing conditions are OK, with
an SQM=19.6 (NELM 5.8) and a moderate
humidity (81%), but the transparency gets
degraded to ~4/7 at the low altitude of M4
(7½° Alt).
ANTARES
M4

To get a close-up view of the GC, I now
switch to live video using my small R2 security
cam. WOW! -- M4 now fills the whole inner 10’
of the ~20’ FOV at 136x magnification. There’s
a striking pattern, like a spinning gyro, formed
by a group of ~11m stars at the center of the
cluster: an N-S oriented bar with a Hula Hoop
of stars in a ring around the “waist”. The gyro
is spinning on a hazy background of faint
unresolved stars, and with chains of brighter
stars swirling out from the core into a wide
halo; -- a unique and wonderful sight it is!
M4 is the closest of all the Messier GCs (5.6
KLY), and one of the loosest (Cl. IX), but
unfortunately it suffers signiﬁcantly from
interstellar absorption, as it is hovering only 2
Kly above the galactic plane. M4 is an ancient
OC containing many white dwarfs of age ~12
Byr, i.e., the GC was born only ~1 Byr after the
Big Bang (13.7 Byr).

M4 is a Kraken GC, very close to our solar system (only 2.2 Kpc), hovering just above the Milky Way ScutumCentaurus spiral arm in the inner halo.
In my observation, I could plot ~300+ stars on my sketch: ca. 60 relative bright ones (~11m), then around
150 fainter ones plus at least 100 just at the limit of detection, before they drown in the haze of unresolved
starlight.
I looked at the area of the interesting triple-system composed of a pulsar + a white dwarf, both orbited by
a Jupiter type planet. It is located to the east of the GC core, where the "gyro ring" meets the vertical bar. It
seems I caught the two brightest stars in the HST image, but I'm not quite sure of that. A very special triple
system by all accounts!

(left): The CMD of M4 shows
two
generations
of
star
formation, best seen by analysis
of the RGB stars.
(right): position on my drawing
of the interesting triple system,
where a neutron star has
captured a dwarf star with a 3x
Jupiter size planet, and is now
accreting matter from the dwarf
to become a 91x/sec pulsar.

HST Image

Kraken: M10 – NGC 6254

Switching to the ATC K40mm finder eyepiece (24x @ 1.7° FOV) on my FL-80S refractor, I immediately see M10 as a faint
nebulous spot. I click up the magnification to 38x @ 1° FOV (CZJ O-25mm), which nicely frames the globular for my drawing.
There’s a bright 8m star to the SE in the field, and a fainter 9m star up to the NW. A pair of 10m-11m foreground stars is seen
close to the SW of the cluster, and several surrounding faint 12 m stars are glimpsed blinking in and out of existence around
the center of the field.

In Ophiuchus

For star hopping to M10 from a suburban backyard in nautical twilight (NELM 4.7), I start at Lambda Oph
(Marfik); Lambda is easily found midway between Kappa and Delta Ophiuchus, in a skewed box shaped
asterism. From Marfik I first sweep my 10x60 finder 4° due E to an ”axe” asterism of 6m stars (OPH 14,16,19,21),
then continue 5° ESE to a ”dipper” asterism of 6m stars. The handle of the dipper points SSW, and following
this direction for 3°, I arrive at a nice 5m orange star (K4 giant) : 30 Oph. This star marks the head of a small
”fish” asterism, together with 3 fainter (7m) stars. M10 is located just W of the tip of the fish tail, – though I
can’t see it in my 10x finder, nor in my 8x30mm bino.

The GC shows up as rather loose, having a pale core with hints of granulation, fading into a faint ghostly outer glow.
There’s a small condensation of the cluster dangling to the south. With persistent averted vision I think I can at moments
glimpse a few individual stars resolved in the cluster (the brightest have a magnitude ~12.3m, so it should be possible), but
I can’t with certainty repeat my observations, so I log M10 as unresolved in these less-than-optimal conditions.

[Daily Mail]

M10 is a Kraken GC
located at 4.4 Kpc distance
from our solar system, and
~5 Kpc from the galactic
center, hovering above the
Scutum-Centaurus spiral arm
in the direction of the Milky
Way bulge.
M10 is accompanied by a
tidal tail in its orbital path.

RGB

Marfik

M12

30

M10

M10 is - as the other Kraken GCs – old (~11.4 Byr),
moderately metal poor and showing beginning core collapse
with many binaries towards the center. The high age of M4
also shows up in the CMD as a poorly populated red giant
branch, but a rich and extended blue Horizontal Branch.

bHB

Kraken: M55 – NGC 6809
In Sagittarius
As previously
mentioned, M55
and M54 (with
DEC -31° and 30.5° respectively)
are
difficult
objects to observe
from my 56° N
suburban
backyard, where
the horizon is at
-34° declination.

Very
Difficult

I currently have
no observations to
share of Messierobjects below 30°
DEC, so I’ll leave
you with an Aladin
image of M54,
until I get a chance
to (maybe) catch it
later this summer
2022.
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The Main Sequence turn-off for M55 is at
0.8 solar mass, so all more massive stars in
this GC have exhausted their core hydrogen
(H) and are now found on the subgiant and
red giant branches, developing a degenerate
helium (HE) core and increasing H-burning in
the outer shell.

M55 is a ~12.3 Gyr old and metal-poor Kraken GC, located relatively close by at a distance of 5.4
Kpc from our solar system, down below the galactic disc under the inner Norma spiral arm.
M55 seems relatively large (19’ diameter) as compared to the other southern and more remote
GCs in Sagittarius (M54-70-69, all ~10’ diam). At higher magnifications, it resolves into many small
stellar arcs of 13-14m stars, with darker patches and lanes in between.

As the HE-core becomes more massive, it
ultimately ignites and starts HE-burning to
carbon (C) and Oxygen (O) in the core; This
causes the star to expand and cool at the tip
of the RGB, whereby it begins moving down
the horizontal branch.
As HE burns, the star develops a
degenerate CO-core with HE- and H-burning
in outer shells; As the core becomes more
massive, the star contracts, brightens and
ascends up the AGB.
Depending on the mass of the star, it
finally ends its life as a benign planetary
nebula puff or in a violent (super-) nova
explosion.

ESO 3.6m
La Silla 2009

Kraken: M9 – NGC 6333

It is yet another early morning in
mid-May (2018-05-20 00:30 Local
DST, UT+2), -- one in a long string of
fine starry spring nights. It is dark-ish
for my suburban backyard (SQM
19.4, NELM 5.7), with a 5-day moon
(27%) hanging out down at the NW
horizon. The temperature is a
comfortable 10°C, and the humidity
is at 80% with the dew point down at
7°C. In other words: all GO for
takeoff to yet another globular
cluster tonight!

In Ophiuchus

First on my list is M9 (NGC 6333),
another GC in Ophiuchus. This one is
relatively faint (13.8m individual star
Vis.Mag.) and small (90’ diameter) as
far as globs go, and also quite
diminutive
in
actual
mass.
Furthermore, it is located right at the
edge of B64, and it is thus further
dimmed (by ~1m) from the
interstellar dust in this dark nebula.
I find M9 a little challenging to
locate due to the sparsity of bright
stars in the surrounding area; My
tactics is to first center the telescope
on 4.4m Ksi Ophiuchi (ca. 6° SE of 2.4m
Eta Oph), and then pan the scope
from Ksi, 2½° straight up N in DEC
(equivalent to one FOV of my Mas32mm EP). Here I get a large triangle
of ~6m stars in the E part of the field,
and M9 is now located midway just to
the right of the N-S “baseline” of the
triangle.

M9
B64

B259

At 34x M9 is just glimpsed as a tiny, featureless fuzzy point:
“a nebula without star”, as Messier described it back in 1764.
For more detail I now click over to live video at 136x (R2 CCTV);
The view at this higher magnification is rather interesting: the E
half of the field is studded with many (I count ~35) stars, while
the W part seems mostly shrouded in darkness, apart from a
“peninsula” protruding from the east, which includes M9
surrounded by a few ~11-12m stars. The shroud of darkness is of
course the dark molecular cloud: B64 cataloged by Barnard back
in 1919.

The globular itself seems slightly pulled out of shape to
an ellipse in the SE-NW direction (this distortion is explained
by gravitational tidal forces due to its close proximity to the
Galactic center). The GC shows a bright nucleus with a
triangular shape, surrounded by clumps of stars, some
arranged in an “arm” bending down SE. I can discern around
25 stellar points of ~13-14m in the diffuse halo of otherwise
unresolved starlight around the center of the nucleus.

M9 is located at an intermediate distance ~8 Kpc
distance from the solar system, just above the bulge of the
Milky Way, below Eta Ophiuchi as projected on our night
sky. The closeness to the galactic center with much
interstellar dust (dark clouds like B64 and B269) dims the
brightness of M9 by at least 1 magnitude.
The CMD of M9 shows steep giant branches plus a well
populated blue horizontal branch.

Kraken: M19 – NGC 6273
In Ophiuchus
It’s almost 2 hours past midnight local
DST this early morning in mid-May
(2018-05-14, 01:45 UT+2). I’ve been out
observing M80 in Scorpius since 01h,
and I now point my Vixen FL80S/640mm refractor back at Cat (Sigma
Scorpii). From Cat, I slowly sweep the
refractor a long hop ~9° due E in R.A.,
until I hit upon three wide double stars
(the northern-most pair includes 26
Oph) in a SE-NW line, roughly below Eta
Ophiuchi.
Placing the 3 pairs of stars in the NE
part of the 2.5° FOV of my Mas-32mm
“finder eyepiece”, I get the M19 globular
cluster close to the center of the field @
34x magnification; I can just spot the GC
as a faint fuzzy stellar point above the
chimney top of my neighbors’ house
towards the south, hanging around 7°
altitude above the horizon.
For better resolution, I click over to
live video at 136x (R2 CCTV). This
globular is interesting to study at high
magnification: it shows a significant
elongation in the N-S direction.

M19

RGB

bHB
Where M4 is the loosest and M80 is the densest Messier GC, M19 is the most elliptical of
all known globular clusters in the Milky Way (MW). Like M9, M19 is located at an
intermediate distance from the solar system (8.5 Kpc), and just about the bulge of our Milky
Way, which explains the extraordinary elliptical shapes of these two GCs.
A close study of the metallicity of the stars in M19 (RGB and bHB) reveals, that the GC has
2-3 stellar populations originating from core and halo stars of the captured and fractured
Kraken dwarf galaxy; In this respect M19 resembles the two other Messier GCs: M54 (from
the Sagittarius Dwarf) and Omega Centauri.

I can resolve ~40 stars (or tight stellar groups), all 14m or fainter,
at the outer fringe of the bright stellar core. There are two clumps
of stars to the N (like a pair of “ears”), and another concentration
to the W. Also, I can detect two chains of fainter stars at the SE edge
of the nucleus, like surf breaking on the coral reef of this stellar atoll.
Wonderful!

gap

BSS

Kraken: M14 – NGC 6402
My star-hop to locate M14 takes off from the
right shoulder of Ophiuchus: I center my 6x60mm
finder right between the two bright ( ~3m) stars
Beta and Gamma OPH, which lands my ~6° FOV in
a splendid star field, with the open clusters IC 4665
to the NE of orange (K2) Beta and another open
cluster CR 350 to the S of yellow (A1) Gamma ...

In Ophiuchus

From here I pan one full finder view (6°) to the
SW, where I get a pair of 4m stars (incl. 41 OPH)
close to the center of the field, and a line of fainter
~6m stars to the SE. Now, sliding the line of 6m stars
up to the NW part of the FOV, I get a nice ”plough”
shaped asterism in the S part of the field, -- and
M14 is now close to the center! The NW pair of
stars in the ”plough” can act as pointers to M14 (or
to be precise; to a short line of 7.5m stars close to
the center, with M14 dangling just S of the
Easternmost star in the line).

136x

Switching now to the Masuyama 32mm finder
on my Vixen FL-80S/640mm refractor (34x @ 1½°
FOV), i suspect the global cluster at the indicated
position, but click over to the CZJ-O25mm (44x @
0.9° FOV) for a better framing of the object for my
drawing. I can now glimpse M14 with direct vision,
but it is best studied with averted eyesight. M14
shows up as a rather weak but large (~5’) hazy spot:
a faint halo with a brighter, slightly mottled central
area. The glob seems loosely concentrated (which
it is), but I can’t resolve it at this magnification (the
brightest stars are ~14m).

For a still better view, I click over to the R2 live
video (136x @ 0.3° FOV); I can now see ~70 bright
stars scattered across the field, -- in the halo of M14,
the brighter stars are predominantly distributed in
the E-W direction, while around the center of the GC
I can count another ca. 70 fainter stars across the
”face” of the cluster, down to the limit of resolution.
The central ~3’ part of the GC shows up as a grainy
haze of unresolved stars, with ~10 short arms/chains
flung out from the core in the N and S directions. It is
evident at this high magnification, that M14 is a
loosely concentrated GC (class 8/12), and a
magnitude fainter than the neighboring GCs in
Ophiuchus (M10 and M12). This is explained partly by
the large distance of M14 (~9 Kpc, or about twice as
distant as M10 and M12), and partly by absorption
due to interstellar dust close to the plane of the Milky
Way (~2m extinction).

M14 is a distant Kraken GC (~9 Kpc) located above
the galactic plane over the Scutum-Centaurus spiral
arm at the far side of the dusty Milky Way Bulge.
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It’s an early morning in mid-may (2018-05-14,
01:00 Local DST, UT+2). It’s clear, calm and quite
dark-ish tonight for my suburban backyard (SQM
19.6 / NELM 5.8). The temperature is a comfortable
11°C and the humidity is medium at 65%, with the
dew point way down around 5°C. With a good
transparency at 5/7 plus a medium seeing of 5/10,
this is quite a good morning to continue my early
summer sweep of southern globs in the Scorpius –
Sagittarius area!

Kraken: M80 – NGC 6093
In Scorpius

My first target tonight is M80, the small GC a
little less than 3° NNW of Antares (α Sco, the
scorpions’ heart). I find it easiest to locate this GC
by looking from Antares, first 2° NW to 2.9m Sig Sco
(Cat, a spectroscopic binary of type O9+B2), then
2½° straight up N in DEC to 4.6m Omi Sco. From Omi
Sco it is then another 1½° up NW to M80. In my
C60/250mm finder (6.3x @ 6.7° FOV), I simply place
Antares at the SE edge of the field, and then I have
Omi Sco right at the center, plus M80 halfway up in
the NW quadrant of the field.
Sliding Omi Sco SE just outside the 2½° FOV of
my Masuyama 32mm eyepiece in the Vixen FL-80S
refractor, I now get M80 smack in the center at 34x.
Already at this low magnification, M80 is readily
visible as a fuzzy star in direct vision. Upping the
magnification to 44x (CZJ O-25) M80 shows a nice
rounded bright center with a fainter halo, and at
68x (CZJ O-16) the center has a slightly mottled
appearance.

M80

The CMD of M80 shows three stellar
populations with different metals content (carbon,
nitrogen, oxygen) and kinematics: the most
primordial is at the center and the most metal rich
towards the halo, suggesting a complex formation
and evolution of this GC (much like M19).

For better resolution, I now click over to live video powered by my small R2 CCTV. At 136x
magnification, M80 shows up as a small, very compact cluster, -- a tight knot of bright starlight as
compared to the broad sprawling appearance of the close by M4 GC. In the video, M80 displays a very
dense core surrounded by ~20 stars (or tight stellar clumps) resolved at the rim, all embedded in a faint
unresolved outer halo.
Where M4 is close by (7.2 Kly), large and loose (36’ diameter), M80 is distant (32.6 Kly), tiny and very
compact (9’ diameter). They are, so to speak, at different ends of the GC-scale: M4 being the nearest and
loosest, whereas, M80 is much more distant and the most compressed of all the Messier GCs. HST has
discovered a large population of young “blue straggler” stars (BSS) in M80, thought to have been created
by stellar collisions/mergers in the crowded core.

The small core and
high central density of
M80 has created many
stellar mergers (BSS)
and high-energy binary
systems of small black
holes or neutron stars
accreting matter from a
companion star, thereby
becoming strong X-ray
emitters.

40”

BSS

X-Ray sources in the core of M80

Kraken: M70 – NGC 6681
In Sagittarius
As previously described, M70 (DEC -32°16’) is seen very low
towards my horizon here at 56° N Latitude (culminating only
~ 2° above the horizon around midnight in mid-July).
Observation of M70 is not feasible from my suburban
backyard, but should in theory be possible from 56N,
relocating to a dark location with an unobstructed view
towards South across the ocean. On a good day (night)...
As it is, I have no observation to share of M70, so instead –
to fill in the gap – I’ll share a bit of general information
accompanied by images from Aladin.
M70 is the last of the 8 Low-Energy Messier Kraken-GCs, and
like M9 and M19 it is located at a considerable distance (~9
Kpc) and close to the galactic center; But where M9 and M19
are hovering above the Milky Way bulge, M70 is found in
southern Sagittarius down under the Bulge.
M70 is a dense GC showing core-collapse. The CMD shows
two stellar populations, 5 RR Lyra variables plus two BS stars.
At low power is seen a “tail” of bright stars up north, while
higher power (8” scope and above) will start to resolve the GC.
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Summary: Messier Globular Clusters.
Of all the types of astronomical objects included in the Messier-catalog – emission and reflection nebulae, open clusters, supernova remnants and planetary
nebulae, global clusters and galaxies – I must admit that I find the GCs the least rewarding to study, at least using small telescopes. Most GCs show little detail
at low to medium magnification (i.e., in small scopes like mine), and their astrophysics is rather mundane, with a few exceptions such as core collapse, cluster
and stellar mergers (BSS), RR-Lyr variables and overall tidal distortion by interaction with the Milky Way.

Where is M13

One of the more interesting aspects
though, of recent research into globular
clusters, is the findings based on GAIA
kinematic and spectroscopic data that:
•
40% formed in situ in the Milky Way
(Main Bulge plus Main Disc)
•
34% associated with known mergers:
o 9% Low Energy (Kraken)
o 19% Gaia-Enceladus
o 5% Sagittarius Dwarf
o 6% Helmi Stream
o 5% Sequoia
•
16% High Energy (tiny or fully
shredded progenitor)

Where is M13

Much of the content of the Milky Way halo consists of stellar and globular cluster “debris” from lowmass galaxies accreted by our Milky Way in ancient mergers; Debris from the same dwarf-galaxy
progenitor seems to retain common characteristics like motion (kinematics) and chemistry, so it is
possible in a quantifiable way to reconstruct the hierarchical growth of our galaxy.
In the table below, I’ve sorted the Messier GCs according to their origin: first those created “in situ”
within our own Milky Way galaxy, either close to the center/bulge or close to the disk of our galaxy; Then,
for those Messier globulars of extragalactic origin, I have listed them based on their estimated accretion
age, i.e., when their progenitor dwarf galaxy brought them into the Milky Way halo.
In the final figure, I show a more complete listing of GCs belonging to these categories, including some
non-messier members fitting the dynamics and age/metallicity characteristics of the proposed progenitor
dwarf galaxy remnants.

Accretion Age (Byr)
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M028, NGC 6626

GC

MB

04 / IV

Sgr

18 24.5

-24 52

7.8

-5.6

6.9

12.0

1.5

12.3

145,583

109

11

18,300

M062, NGC 6266

GC

MB

04 / IV

Oph

17 1.2

-30 07

353.6

7.3

6.6

13.2

2.0

13.6

227,481

219

15

22,500

M069, NGC 6637

GC

MB

05 / V

Sgr

18 31.4

-32 21

1.7

-10.3

7.7

13.7

1.8

14.1

40,162

68

10

29,700

M107, NGC 6171

GC

MB

10 / X

Oph

16 32.5

-13 03

3.4

23

8.1

13.0

1.9

13.4

68,073

97

13

20,900

M012, NGC 6218

GC

MD

09 / IX

Oph

16 47.2

-01 57

15.7

26.3

6.6

12.0

1.7

12.3

252,795

176

16

16,000

M015, NGC 7078

GC

MD

04 / IV

Peg

21 30.0

12 10

65

-27.3

6.4

12.6

1.4

12.9

113,900

95

18

33,600

M022, NGC 6656

GC

MD

07 / VII

Sgr

18 36.4

-23 54

9.9

-7.6

5.1

10.7

2.0

11.1

80,196

97

32

10,400

M071, NGC 6838

GC

MD

11 / X-XI

Sge

19 53.8

18 47

56.8

-4.6

8.3

12.1

1.9

12.5

47,679

74

7

13,000

M004, NGC 6121

GC

K

09 / IX

Sco

16 23.6

-26 32

351

16

5.9

10.8

1.8

11.2

233,573

164

36

7,200

M009, NGC 6333

GC

K

08 / VIII

Oph

17 19.2

-18 31

5.5

10.7

7.9

13.5

1.7

13.8

37,439

90

12

25,800

M010, NGC 6254

GC

K

07 / VII

Oph

16 57.1

-04 06

15.1

23.1

6.6

12.0

1.6

12.3

257,329

177

20

14,300

M014, NGC 6402

GC

K

08 / VIII

Oph

17 37.6

-03 15

21.3

14.8

7.6

14.0

2.3

14.5

47,312

107

11

30,300

M019, NGC 6273

GC

K

08 / VIII

Oph

17 02.6

-26 16

356.9

9.4

7.2

14.0

1.8

14.4

6,576

27

17

28,000

M055, NGC 6809

GC

K

11 / XI

Sgr

19 40

-30 58

8.8

-23.3

7

11.2

1.5

11.5

223,582

146

19

17,300

M070, NGC 6681

GC

K

05 / V

Sgr

18 43.2

-32 18

2.8

-12.5

8.1

14.0

1.2

14.2

42,119

84

8

29,300

M080, NGC 6093

GC

K

02 / II

Sco

16 17

-22 59

352.7

19.5

7.2

12.5

1.8

12.9

47,314

60

10

32,600

M003, NGC 5272

GC

HS

06 / VI

CVn

13 42.2

28 23

42.2

78.7

6.4

12.7

1.7

13.0

84,024

138

18

33,900

M005, NGC 5904

GC

HS

05 / V

Ser

15 18.6

02 05

3.9

46.8

5.8

12.2

1.6

12.5

38,085

83

23

24,500

M053, NGC 5024

GC

HS

05 / V

Com

13 12.9

18 10

332.9

79.8

7.7

13.8

1.6

14.1

20,435

79

13

58,000

M068, NGC 4590

GC

HS

10 / X

Hya

12 39.5

-26 45

299.6

36

8.2

12.6

1.3

12.9

38,564

96

11

33,300

M072, NGC 6981

GC

HS

09 / IX

Aqr

20 53.5

-12 32

35.2

-32.7

9.4

14.2

1.4

14.5

62,900

118

7

55,400

M002, NGC 7089

GC

G-E

02 / II

Aqr

21 33.5

-00 49

53.4

-35.80

6.5

13.1

1.6

13.4

59,649

85

16

37,500

M013, NGC 6205

GC

G-E

05 / V

Her

16 41.7

36 28

59

40.90

5.9

11.9

1.6

12.2

18,397

75

20

25,100

M030, NGC 7099

GC

G-E

05 / V

Cap

21 40.4

-23 11

27.2

-46.80

7.5

12.1

1.5

12.4

287,179

175

12

26,100

M056, NGC 6779

GC

G-E

10 / X

Lyr

19 16.6

30 11

62.7

8.30

8.3

13.0

1.8

13.4

55,382

91

9

32,900

M075, NGC 6864

GC

G-E

01 / I

Sgr

20 6.1

-21 55

20.3

-25.80

8.6

14.6

1.8

15.0

107,498

119

7

60,347

M079, NGC 1904

GC

G-E

05 / V

Lep

05 24.2

-24 32

227.20

-29.30

8.4

13.1

1.6

13.4

516,551

305

10

42,100

M092, NGC 6341

GC

G-E

04 / IV

Her

17 17.1

43 08

68.3

34.9

6.5

12.1

1.3

12.4

94,287

98

14

26,700

M054, NGC 6715

GC

SD

03 / III

Sgr

18 55.1

-30 29

5.6

-14.1

7.7

15.2

1.3

15.5

43,362

106

12

87,400

